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Radiobiological models of  risk
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Previous sub-NBR work
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Hypothesis
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Natural background radiation has an essential biological
role and helps to maintain genomic stability

Prolonged exposure to a sub-natural background radiation
environment will be detrimental to living biological systems

Where can this question be empirically investigated?
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Deep-underground research laboratory
(Inherent shielding from rock overburden)

2 km (6,800 ft) underground 
(6 km water equivalent)

~5,000 m2 (53,000 ft2) laboratory space

Class 2000 clean room 
(less than 2x103 particles >0.5µm per ft3)

5x107 reduction cosmic radiation
(shielded by rock overburden)

HEPA filtration of  50 m3 s-1 

(10 full lab air exchanges per hour)

2 km

6800 level

Norite 
Rock

#9 Shaft

SNOLAB

The ideal radiologically “quiet” environment 
for sub-NBR radiobiology studies
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Est. 2015
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Frontiers In Earth Science - Special Edition:
The Biogeochemistry, Biophysics, Radiobiology, and 
Technical Challenges of  Deep Subsurface Research

Initial “bio-logistical” pilot project

From                ’s inception, our goal was to establish the 
ability to perform modern molecular and cellular biology 
endpoints, and assay these in a variety of  model systems



Researching the Effects of  the Presence and 
Absence of  Ionizing Radiation

Infrastructure
Biological Safety Cabinet
Light microscope
Cell counter
Water bath
Centrifuge
Tissue culture incubator
UPS
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A deep-underground sub-NBR life sciences radiobiology research project

Experimental  Control 
Temperature
Humidity
Gas/atmosphere levels
Access to samples
NBR constituents 



The radon “hurdle”
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Radon (t1/2 3.8d) levels are significantly elevated deep 
underground compared to the surface, and represent a 

significant experimental contaminant for sub-NBR studies

It was necessary to engineer and construct an instrument 
capable of  maintaining our biological samples as well as 
reducing additional components of  NBR (notably 222Rn)

Gas cylinders (CO2, N2, O2) used in 
biological sample maintenance are aged 
underground for a minimum of one month



Sub-Natural Background Radiation 
Specialized Tissue Culture Incubator (STCI)

Airlock/purge 
chamber

CO2,N2,O2
Controller

Gloveport UPS

Lead castle (incubator)

RAD7

Heater power supply

Bubbler 
(behind)
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Heating element (below)

Gas humidifier (behind)

Remote temperature monitoring



Sub-Natural Background Radiation 
Specialized Tissue Culture Incubator (STCI)
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Sub-Natural Background Radiation 
Specialized Tissue Culture Incubator (STCI)
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Sub-Natural Background Radiation 
Specialized Tissue Culture Incubator (STCI)
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Surface (3.67 ±2.14 Bq m3)Surface (3.67 ± 2.14 Bq m3)    
Underground (123.45 ± 13.52 Bq m3)

STCI (0.79 ± 0.93 Bq m3)

The STCI is a novel instrument which is
successful at reducing levels of NBR
components below what is ambiently found at
the surface, making investigations into the
biological significance of their absence possible.

STCI

STCISTCI       
Surface
Underground

STCI       
Surface
Underground



Sub-Natural Background Radiation 
Specialized Tissue Culture Incubator (STCI)
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Natural Background Radiation Characterization
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GEANT4 Monte Carlo simulation-based modeling of each experimental environment.
The model considers calculated or measured alpha, gamma, neutron and muon
components as well as the 40K and 14C constituents of tissue culture nutrient media

“Dosemetric characterization of  a sub-natural background radiation environment 
for radiobiology investigations” Currently in review: Radiation Protection Dosimetry



Experimental Plan
The goal of  the REPAIR Project is to investigate the biological effects of  the 

absence of  NBR in a variety of  complex multicellular model systems
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• Gene expression

• Cell growth

• Survival

• DNA damage

• Mutation

• Transformation

• Baseline response

• Radiation challenge

Mammalian cells Yeast Nematode worms



Radiation Research - REPAIR Focus Issue
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Current experimental progress

Data are currently being analyzed from our
first 4-month protracted exposure
experiment. Human cells were cultured at the
surface and underground, and every month
assayed for:

• Growth rate
• Radiation challenge survival 
• Enzymatic activity
• Gene expression
• Invasion 
• Migration
• Adhesion

Cells incubating underground within the STCI’s lead castle

CGL1 human cell model
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• The Role of Natural Background Radiation on Neurological
Development and Processes

Supervisor: Dr. Sujeenthar Tharmalingam (NOSM)
Status: C. elegans officially underground as of  May 7th, 2021!

• The Effects of a Sub-Natural Background Radiation
Environment 2km Underground on Biological Systems

Supervisor: Dr. Christopher Thome (NOSM)
Status: 4-month experiment completed, preparing to replicate

The REPAIR Project currently has two funded 3-year Mitacs
Accelerate Industrial Post-Doctoral Fellowships 

Current experimental progress

• The Role of  anhydrobiosis on yeast in a sub-NBR environment
Status: Preparing samples at surface for relocation underground  

GW-3 Operations Approval for nematode worm and C. elegans experiments: March 2021
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is incredibly excited to have expanded
our experimental capabilities and completed our
first underground protracted experiment in a sub-
NBR environment. We look forward to continuing
these studies with new biological model systems!

Current experimental progress



Thank you for your time!


